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ith houses today 
being built with 
tighter and tighter 
envelopes,ventilation 

systems play a more important role 
than ever before.Indoor air quality 
WQ),comfort,and both first cost 
and operating costs have become 
top priorities for production 
housing. Through our experience 
building houses with the 
Department of Energy's Building 
America program,and its partner,the 
Louisiana Pacitic Engineered for Life 
(EFL.) program,we believe that the 
central-fan-integratedsupply with fan 
cycling approach is the best value in 
basic ventilation strategies for 
production builders. 

We know that,with single-thermo-
stat systems,periodic whole-house 
mixing is critical to providing the 
best overall level of perceived IAQ 
and comfort.Distributionplays a 
large role in our ventilation 

strategies,not just for the dilution of 
pollutants that could harm residents, 
but for the dilution of pollutants that 
probably won't harm them-but will 
annoy them-pollutants such as 
stuffiness and odors. And just as 
important,our strategiesoften allow 
us to guarantee comfort,defined as a 
difference of no more than 3'F from 
the center of any room to the 
thermostat location. That is hard to 
do in two-storyor large one-story 
plans without h cycling. An 
alternativewould be to parallel mul-
tiple temperature sensors,but the 
end result would still be to energize 
the central system. 

Controlled mechanical ventilation 
has always been a cornerstone of 
systems-engineered building designs 
such as ours.Mechanical ventilation 
should first deal with removing the 
most offending pollutants where 
they are generated,and then deal 
with diluting the remaining 

pollutants. The removal of pollutants 
is typically accomplished with small 
spot exhaust fans in the kitchen, 
baths,and laundry. The dilution of 
pollutants is accomplished with sup  
ply,exhaust,or balanced whole-
house ventilation fans,and with 
ducts that distribute less-polluted 
outdoor air throughout the living 
space,including closed rooms. 

How the System Works 
For production home builder 

designs,the most important aspect 
of our controlled mechanical ventila-
tion system for pollutant dilution is 
central-fan-integratedsupply ventila-
tion. A nominal Ginch diameter 
insulated duct with an outside air 
intake is connected to the return 
side of the central air handler unit, 
and a fancyclingcontrol unit 
automatically operates the blower 
when there is no thermostat demand 
and the blower has been inactive 
(see Figures 1,2, and 3).With this sys-
tem,the distribution of ventilation 
air is assured,regardless of the 
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